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In this report, my first as Board President
of Pegasus, I’d like to update you on
Pegasus’s continued life-changing work
as we all emerge from the COVID-19
pandemic and return to something
approaching normal. Before that,
however, I must pay tribute to the
outgoing Board President Sue McGraw.
Sue’s contributions to Pegasus since its
founding have been immeasurable. Sue
may be transitioning to a new role as
Board Past-President, but her presence
physically and in the spirit of Pegasus will
be undiminished.

As always, our core mission is providing
therapeutic riding services to people
with disabilities so that the bond that forms with our horses can help those persons overcome the obstacles that life
has put in front of them and progress toward achieving their full potential.
As we have learned more about the healing power of horses, we have also expanded our veteran’s program to
assist those who gave so much to protect our country. We have also initiated a program for first responders, whose
exposure to debilitating stress was greatly magnified during the depths of the pandemic.
Our horses, staff, and volunteers make Pegasus Farm a place where all can feel welcome while this great work is
done. But we can only continue to change lives as we have with your help. We thank everyone who has generously
supported Pegasus financially in the past year, both through our traditional fundraising efforts and by your
overwhelming turnout and support of our inaugural Gala. In the year to come, we hope that you all will continue
and, if possible, increase your support of Pegasus.
As I said at the Gala, one special thing about supporting Pegasus is that you can come to the Farm and see for
yourself the wonderful things that we are able to do with your support. I repeat the invitation I extended at the Gala:
come and see young people using our program to gain confidence and overcome limitations imposed by their
disabilities. Come and see our veterans and first responders as we help them find their way out of the darkness
imposed by PTSD. Or just come and enjoy the tranquility and magic of Pegasus Farm. You’re always welcome, and
you won’t ever be sorry you came. I hope to see you soon at the Farm.

Johm Carberry

LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Welcome, Old Friends and New Friends! This is certainly an
exciting time to be at Pegasus. Despite the obstacles posed
by the pandemic, we had a remarkable year.
In 2021, Pegasus initiated its ambitious new three-year
Strategic Plan! We did not let Covid slow us down. We
have five goals to strengthen Pegasus, each with specific,
focused objectives. Below I highlight the first two goals:
Goal 1 is all about our mission, increasing the number of
participants we serve and the quality of our services. This fall,
we have 104 students in our traditional Therapeutic Riding
programs, a record for Pegasus. We are also laser-focused
on quality, using research and training to increase the depth
of our programming. With increased leaves of stress on
all our participants from Covid, we became more capable of supporting social and emotional health. Pegasus,
along with new research partner Columbia University, are confidently developing leading-edge programs that
are proven to change lives. Our goal is to be a continuous learning organization, constantly growing, improving,
and sharing what we learn.
Goal 2 is focused on sustainability and fun-raising. This year we have a dynamic new development plan that
engages our wonderful supporters in our mission and in exciting events. Our “Showtime” Horse show brought
over 500 visitors this June! We also held our first GALA. Pegasus’ “Giddy Up Gala” attracted 270 amazing new
and old friends to raise funds and awareness of our mission. We love our supporters, and we are celebrating and
growing our fun-raising. Look for a new website, social media campaign, and horsepower-driven fun and creative
events in the coming year!
Goal 3 supports our Partners, Goal 4 focuses on training our staff, volunteers, and equine teams. Goal 5 improves
our farm facility. Ask me about our strategic plan, it is not in a binder gathering dust. Pegasus’ Strategic plan is
alive, exciting, and impactful. Everyone has a place to be included; join us. Pegasus brings together horses and
humans to create a herd of health, harmony, and healing.
Thank you, Old Friends and New Friends. Because of you, the Pegasus herd is strong and charging forward!

Jeff Rumpf
“Everywhere else is so stressful. Everyone always wants to know how I’m doing. At
Pegasus, I can forget about everything and just connect with the horses. It just makes me
feel so calm. I love it.” Pegasus Participant

Pegasus Therapeutic Riding enhances the lives of individuals who have
disabilities and challenges through equine-assisted activities and education.

MISSION
In the fall of 1974, a small group of equestrian women began exploring the effectiveness of therapeutic riding, which had a long and successful
history in Europe. They decided to establish a similar program to serve people with special needs in Fairfield County at the Ox Ridge Hunt Club
in Darien, CT.
Today Pegasus Therapeutic Riding, Inc is a PATH Intl. Premier Accredited Center having served individuals with physical, cognitive and emotional
disabilities for over 45 years. Our PATH-certified instructors and physical therapist provide equine-assisted activities to people with special needs
and individuals at risk, including disadvantaged youth, trauma survivors, adults with developmental disabilities and veterans.

VISION
The vision of Pegasus Therapeutic Riding, Inc. is to be recognized as the premier equine-assisted therapy program in the United States by adhering
to the highest level of standards and commitment to the individuals we serve.
Our goal is to create impactful, powerful, and life-changing experiences for our participants, donors, volunteers, and community.
Our plans are to continue developing as an educational center and utilize our partnerships with organizations within our community.

VALUES

Our core values come from being a therapeutic center with our mission and purpose always at the forefront of everything we do.
The predominant ideologies of our center are:
Unity of Purpose: Everything we do is mission-centric.
Mission-Driven Excellence: Adhere to the highest level of commitment to the individuals we serve.
Fundraising: Build our financial stability and fundraising capacity.

PROGRAM IMPACT

8,599
NUMBER OF
PROGRAM HOURS

94%
OF PARTICIPANTS SHOWED
IMPROVEMENTS IN THEIR
PHYSICAL GOALS

259

59

NUMBER OF
VOLUNTEERS

VETERANS/ FIRST
RESPONDERS SERVED

100%

69%

VETERANS SURVEYED ABILITY
TO RECOGNIZE AND RESPOND
TO THEIR FEAR, VULNERABILITY,
ANGER, AND FRUSTRATION.

OF PARTICIPANTS SHOWED
IMPROVEMENT IN THEIR
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL GOALS

BENEFITS OF EQUINE ASSISTED THERAPIES
PHYSICAL: THE KEY PHYSICAL GOALS OUR PARTICIPANTS WORK TOWARDS CAN INCLUDE CORE
STRENGTHENING, IMPROVED BALANCE AND COORDINATION, AND MOTOR PLANNING.
COGNITIVE: THE KEY COGNITIVE GOALS OUR PARTICIPANTS BUILD ON CAN INCLUDE PROBLEMSOLVING, COMMUNICATION, SAFETY AWARENESS, MULTI-STEP DIRECTIONS, INCREASED FOCUS, AND
SELF-REGULATION,
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL: SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL GOALS THAT CAN BE ADDRESSED THROUGH EQUINEASSISTED ACTIVITIES INCLUDE CONNECTION, A SENSE OF BELONGING, DECREASED ANXIETY,
INCREASED CONFIDENCE, AND ULTIMATELY JOY.

93 percent of the
Pegasus “workforce”
is made up of
volunteers.

made up of

In Their Words
The success of our mission is measured by the positive impact our programs have on the people
we serve. The best way to express this impact is in the words of our participants and their families.

Steve
“Before I completed the program, I wasn’t able to
recognize anxiety within myself. Working with the horses
has helped me to recognize how it presented itself. The
horse always knows when you’re feeling anxious, even
if you don’t. You can’t lie to a horse. You can try to make
it like all is well, but they know when it isn’t. The horses
show you a way to be honest with yourself. The program
is only five weeks long. Completing the program and then
becoming a volunteer in it for new participants has been
great. Watching them experience that “magic” is incredibly
satisfying.”

Scarlett

“My daughter Scarlett has Cerebral Palsy, which impacts
her use of (primarily) her left side, her balance and
coordination, as well as profoundly impacting her vision
and ocular motor skills. We came to Pegasus because we
wanted more than anything for her to experience joy and
freedom in the experience.
Scarlett also has had a hard time finding activities that
are suited to her skill set. Pegasus and the amazing
instructors and volunteers have provided an opportunity
to suit activities to perfectly match Scarletts present
skills while still challenging her just enough to grow and
develop. As a result, she never senses disappointment,
but instead, confidence in the skills and learning she HAS
accomplished.”

In Their Words
The success of our mission is measured by the positive impact that our programs have on the
people we serve. The best way to express this impact is in the words of our participants and their
families.

“Sadly, as with many, my child suffered from major depression and anxiety during
the social isolation and academic struggles that were a side effect of the COVID-19
pandemic. A depression so profound that my child attempted suicide, a suicide so lethal
that the doctors did not think my child would live. Nine months into my child’s journey of
treating their mental health, they showed a glimmer of interest in equine therapy. The first,
and to this day, the only therapy they look forward to.
OUR PROGAMS
Before
my child began their therapy at Pegasus, they exhibited anxious behaviors such
as walking in circles and had a habitual nervous cough. I’m thankful to say that I can’t
remember the last time these behaviors presented themselves. My child’s weekly visits
to Pegasus brings them joy in a world where they don’t have much joy. The time spent at
Pegasus is a time for them to re-ground, kick start, and gives them the strength to go on.
That 45 minutes, once a week is a beacon in their life. When my child leaves their lesson, I
see a lighter child, not weighed down by their depression.

Every week, I am amazed at my child’s instructors’ patience while working with children
who need that understanding the most. My child spends time bonding with their horse
during their weekly program and relating to other children who face different challenges.
The help of the horses, assisted by Pegasus’ wonderful instructors, helps my child to
understand how critical kindness & patience is in all of our lives.”
-Participant Parent

Our Programs
THERAPEUTIC RIDING
Therapeutic riding is an equine-assisted activity for the purpose of contributing positively to the cognitive, physical, emotional, and social well-being of individuals with special needs. Its unique benefits are derived from the
transfer of movement from horse to rider. For people with special needs, therapeutic riding can be an especially powerful and liberating experience.

UNMOUNTED
Unmounted is an advanced horsemanship program that, in many cases, builds
on skills students have learned through participation in group activities during past
sessions. Depending on the skill level of the group, lessons may include lunging, longlining, and other ground training exercises; leading horses through obstacle/agility
courses; assisting with helping us keep our herd in shape; and in-depth lessons on
equine nutrition, first aid, and creating daily horse care plans.

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING
Inspired by our highly successful partnerships with organizations serving
disadvantaged youth, Pegasus has fostered new relationships with agencies that
work with foster children, trauma survivors, adults with developmental disabilities,
and other individuals at risk. This unmounted program is both highly customizable and
scalable based on the agency’s resources. Sessions are taught by PATH-certified
therapeutic riding instructors in collaboration with staff from the partner agency.

EQUINE EXPERIENCE
A horse-focused experiential learning to the special needs population. The therapeutic benefit of horses has been widely recognized. Our goal is to offer holistic,
empowering, and enriching activities centered around horses’ restorative power with
complementary horse-focused activities, including gardening/nature, art, and music.
Team building, self-esteem, self-confidence, and empowerment are meaningful benefits of this holistic approach to our equine experience days.

VETERANS
The Equus Effect is a horsemanship program designed specifically for Veterans,
which builds upon the horse-human bond and its effects on healing, building trust,
and improving relationships. Each session is five weeks long. Our focus in this
5-session program is on helping veterans rebuild healthy relationships. Our horses
and facilitators will support you and your journey with respect and skill. Activities are
non-riding. No horse experience is necessary.

FIRST RESPONDERS
First responders have an immense impact on their communities. Our First Responders
program provides the skills needed for self-regulation, understanding how to make
distinctions among seemingly conflicting emotions, and building the capacity to
process ‘the day’ before coming home are all part of maintaining healthy relationships.

Program Director, Liz Fortes
Q: How did you get involved with
Pegasus?
A: All of my life, I have loved horses and
working with kids. When I began volunteering
and saw the participants with the horses, I
knew that everything I believed in and worked
for in my life aligned with what Pegasus was
doing. It feels like I was meant to be here.
As I continued volunteering, the staff
encouraged me to become a therapeutic
riding instructor. I started the process of
certification, worked in the barn, and began
teaching part-time. Eventually, an opportunity
arose for me to become Head Instructor.
Q: What about Pegasus sets us apart from other therapeutic riding centers?
A: Teamwork, the whole team strives to be the best, from administration through program. There is a
focus on continuing education in the staff. The care and diligence we take in setting specific goals
for each participant, beyond riding skills. We look for transferrable skills through both mounted and
unmounted programs that can have a positive, lasting impact on the lives of our participants.
Allowing participants to bond with their horses outside of riding skills enhances the experience for the
participants and the horses. We focus beyond the physical skills learned through riding and unmounted
programs, and we focus on social-emotional skills as well.
Q: What changes have you seen in Pegasus’ participants?
A: When I started at Pegasus, there was a high percentage of participants with physical challenges.
Then we started to see an influx of participants with cognitive needs, spectrum disorders, and other
neurodivergencies. The COVID-19 Pandemic led to an increase of social-emotional challenges, anxiety
and isolation. These invisible wounds are now being addressed as a society, and at Pegasus, we began
to address those needs through our own experiential learning. The staff has recognized this need and
has taken it head-on. We have engaged in EAP-PSTD training so that we can responsibly work with
these participants and meet their needs. We have added social-emotional goals to our progress notes
so we can track a participant’s growth.

“I always want to remember the goals that Pegasus was founded on. Never
forget where we came from and what brought us here. I want to always pay
honor and respect to the past, to appreciate the present, to build for the future.”

Phillip
“Pegasus was recommended to me by a family friend. At that
time, I was experiencing depressive episodes, and I also have
Asperger’s. When I first came here, I didn’t love it because I
felt as if I was forced to be here. That changed quickly; I was
riding a lot when my first horse show came around and even
got my name on the silver platter as “Independent Rider of the
Year.” I also participated in the Farm Friends program, which
allowed me to expand my horsemanship skills even further. I eventually retired from riding and
almost immediately became a Pegasus volunteer.
Volunteering was exciting; I had the opportunity to learn what happens behind the scenes. After
some time volunteering in the barn, Liz offered me a job here, and I immediately said yes!.
Accepting the job is the best thing that has ever happened to me. Being at Pegasus has helped
my depression a lot. I used to be very antisocial; I barely spoke to my own mother. But now, I
feel more outgoing and like I can talk to people easier. I even like talking to the horses!.”
“Working here has kept me busy, and it feels therapeutic, even when I’m only
sweeping up around the horses.”

made up of

Pegasus Horses
All of our horses and ponies had to meet very special requirements before coming to work with
our Pegasus students. Their former careers are varied and helped prepare them for their jobs as
therapeutic animals.

Duke

Though all our Pegasus horses are very special and the
heart of our mission, we would like to acknowledge
“Duke” and his unique talents and gifts he shares with our
participants. Duke originally began his career at Pegasus
in 2014, having been a Western pleasure horse in his
previous job. Duke took to the job quickly as his kind
disposition and gentle spirit made him a natural therapy
horse. However, Duke’s quirky personality won over the
hearts of participants, volunteers, and staff. His curiosity
and playful ways set him apart from the rest of the herd.
Duke seems to see every program “prop” as his personal
toy to chew, lick, or toss! He is incredibly social and
very eager to become close friends with everyone he
sees! While Duke’s quirky ways may seem atypical for
a therapy horse, it is his big, silly personality that makes
him so special and endearing. Duke’s love of people
and desire to engage and connect make him invaluable,
particularly in our unmounted programs. The connections
he has made often have a life-changing impact with
veterans, first-responders, hospice patients, and our
participants with special needs. Duke also shines in our
mounted program, as he has proven to be an outstanding
teacher for our newly independent riders, as he is
tolerant, safe, and kind. As if that wasn’t enough, Duke is
also a superstar in the round pen as his desire to connect
often leads to the most beautiful and powerful “join-up”
experience.
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